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Abstract: In this study, the spatio-temporal variability of aerosol optical depth (AOD), total column
ozone (TCO), and total column NO2 (TCN) was identified over East Asia using long-term datasets from
ground-based and satellite observations. Based on the statistical results, optimized spatio-temporal
ranges for the validation study were determined with respect to the target materials. To determine
both spatial and temporal ranges for the validation study, we confirmed that the observed datasets can
be statistically considered as the same quantity within the ranges. Based on the thresholds of R2>0.95
(temporal) and R>0.95 (spatial), the basic ranges for spatial and temporal scales for AOD validation
was within 30 km and 30 min, respectively. Furthermore, the spatial scales for AOD validation
showed seasonal variation, which expanded the range to 40 km in summer and autumn. Because of
the seasonal change of latitudinal gradient of the TCO, the seasonal variation of the north-south
range is a considerable point. For the TCO validation, the north-south range is varied from 0.87◦ in
spring to 1.05◦ in summer. The spatio-temporal range for TCN validation was 20 min (temporal) and
20–50 km (spatial). However, the nearest value of satellite data was used in the validation because the
spatio-temporal variation of TCN is large in summer and autumn. Estimation of the spatio-temporal
variability for respective pollutants may contribute to improving the validation of satellite products.
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1. Introduction

Air quality is affected by pollutants on both a regional and global scale. However, air quality studies
have traditionally been based on ground-based in-situ network measurements with intensive field
experiments. To understand emission and long-range transport patterns, remote sensing techniques
with space-borne observations are essential. Monitoring air quality from satellites is a key method in
the regional and global monitoring of air pollutions with temporally continuous datasets.

Satellite observation is used to assess air quality, provide information on the amount of pollutants [1,2]
and transport patterns of pollutants [3]. Furthermore, the spatio-temporal variation of emissions of specific
pollutants can also be identified based on the estimation processes from the satellite-based observation
dataset [4–8]. Environmental monitoring satellites have been launched mainly for the observation of the
total column amount of ozone and specific pollutants, such as tropospheric ozone [9], nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) [10–12], sulfur dioxide (SO2) [13,14], and aerosols [15–17]. However, observation data from
environmental satellite have a retrieval uncertainty relating to the data accuracy [18,19]. For this reason,
inter-comparison and validation processes are essential studies in the satellite observation projects.
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For the validation of satellite observation data, ground-based measurements with optical
instruments have been widely adopted as reference data [15,19]. Due to the differences in spatial and
temporal scales between ground and satellite observations, the spatio-temporal collocation range is
essential to assume the mean value calculations of satellite observation datasets. The closest pixel from
the ground-based site is assumed to be the reference dataset for inter-comparisons between ground
and satellite observations. This comparison method is able to neglect the spatial variation of pollutant
concentrations. However, the closest pixel method has a problem relating to the representability of
data [20,21]. Another reason for the differences between ground-based and satellite-based observations
is known to be the colocation mismatch uncertainty (CMU) [20]. CMU is caused by radiance uncertainty,
which is due to cloud and surface reflectance and differences in viewing geometry.

Otherwise, the averaging method near the ground-based observation site is one of the most widely
used methods in data validation studies [22–24]. The averaging method is less affected by the measurement
noise, and it is suitable for spatio-temporally homogeneous species. However, especially in pollutant
observations, the spatial scale for high concentrations of pollutants is presented on a city-scaled range,
which is similar to or smaller than the spatial resolution of the satellite observation. Although recently
developed environmental satellites (Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) [25], Geostationary
Environmental Monitoring Spectrometer (GEMS) [26], Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution
(TEMPO) [27], and Sentinel-4 [28]) designed to the advanced spatial resolution (less than 10 km),
satellite observation still inaccurately captured the high concentration of city-scaled pollutant emissions
due to the assumptions during the retrieval processes, including horizontal smoothing and small sensitivity
of pollutants near the surface [19,29–31].

The Korean geostationary environmental satellite (GEMS) was launched in February 2020 to
monitor the air quality over Asia. GEMS is one of the global constellation instruments that observes air
quality [26]. Over East Asia, several pollutants are simultaneously mixed and transported on a regional
scale [32]. Furthermore, intensive anthropogenic pollutions can affect the spatio-temporal variations in
the amounts for atmospheric pollutants. However, the number of ground-based observation networks
is limited and cannot cover all major emission source regions. In addition, the characteristics of
pollutant emissions in Asia are very complex. Therefore, the strategy for the validation plans in GEMS
products, based on the ground-based and other satellite measurements, are more important than
other regions.

In this study, we identified the best validation strategies for the various GEMS scientific
products—total ozone, aerosol optical depth (AOD), and NO2—which are relatively well-established
observation networks, such as the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [23,33–35] or Pandora
observation network [19], in East Asia. To identify the spatio-temporal range for the validation
study, the inter-comparison was executed between identical products from satellite and ground-based
measurements. In Section 2, we introduce the overall explanation of the datasets used. Section 3 shows
the overall method for this study. Section 4 shows the temporal and spatial range for validation with
respect to the scientific products, and Section 5 suggests the strategy of GEMS validation. Section 6
shows the conclusion and summary of this paper.

2. Instruments

2.1. Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI)

The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is an environmental purposed optical instrument
onboard the Aura satellite, launched in 2004. The main purpose of this sensor is the monitoring
of the total column amount of ozone and trace gases for air quality and climate studies by using
the hyperspectral UV-visible radiance (270–500 nm). The horizontal resolution is 13 × 24 km2 at
nadir [9,36]. The overpass time of the Aura satellite is approximately 13:30 local time, thus the trace
gas amount from the OMI satellite sensor has limitations to monitor its diurnal variation. In this study,
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the scientific products for total column amount of NO2 (TCN) and ozone (TCO) from OMI are used to
identify the spatial variation of trace gases.

For TCO, OMI has two different algorithm products: a TOMS-based algorithm and an algorithm
based on differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS). The TOMS-based algorithm (OMTO3) was
developed for TCO observation using two UV wavelength data (331.2 and 317.5 nm) [37,38], and estimates
the TCO by comparing the observed and simulated radiance. The DOAS-based algorithm (OMDOAO3)
uses the spectral radiance fitting method to estimate the slant column amount, and finally converts it
to the vertical column amount after dividing the airmass factor (AMF) [38,39]. Because the operational
algorithm for GEMS TCO is based on the TOMS-based algorithm [25], the TCO with version 3 of the
TOMS-based algorithm (i.e., OMTO3) was used as a reference OMI TCO dataset for this study.

For the TCN, the OMI standard product (OMNO2 hereafter) was used as the DOAS spectral fitting
method with the spectral radiance data from 402 to 465 nm. The OMNO2 was recently improved for the
vertical profile variations on a regional scale. By considering the regional variation of vertical profiles,
the AMF also precisely considered the spatio-temporal variation of NO2 [12,40]. Although OMNO2
provides the total, stratospheric and tropospheric column amount of NO2, we only used the total
column amount data for the study of spatial variability.

Because the spatial variability of TCN is basically considered within the regional scale, it is
important to consider the issue of horizontal pixel resolution before analyzing the scientific products.
As mentioned above, the spatial resolution of OMI is 13 × 24 km2 at nadir, but the pixel size for
the East-West direction changes considerably depending on the viewing angle. Particularly in the
off-nadir position, the east-west pixel size effectively reaches up to 100 km [41]. Due to the coarse spatial
resolution, the retrieved amount of TCN has a large amount of uncertainty by the sub-pixel cloud
existence. To avoid the data pixels for off-nadir position, we only used the TCN data with the Xtrack
position range of 5–49 in this study. In addition, several kinds of data quality flags were also considered
before the data analysis. For the TCN, the algorithm quality flags relating to AMF, the algorithm
process, and vertical column conversion were considered. Because of the accuracy problem of TCN in
cloudy pixels, the pixels less than 0.25 for cloud radiative fraction were only selected as the analysis
dataset for the TCN.

2.2. Pandora Spectrophotometer

The Pandora spectrophotometer (Pandora hereafter) is a ground-based UV-visible hyperspectral
sensor that uses the sun as a light source. The spectral resolution and sampling are 0.6 nm (full width at
half maximum; FWHM) and 0.23 nm, respectively [42,43]. As the Pandora retrieves the TCN and TCO
with two-minute resolution, the retrieved data has been widely used in inter-comparison and validation
studies for several ground-based [44,45], air-borne [31], and satellite observations [19,29,42–50].

Pandora in South Korea was first installed at Yonsei University (Latitude: 37.564 ◦N, Longitude:
126.934 ◦E) and Pusan National University (Latitude: 35.235 ◦N, Longitude: 129.083 ◦E) in 2012 [45,51].
The observation sites in Asia make up the Pandora Asia Network (PAN). In this study, we used the
observation data from two sites in South Korea. To consider the data quality of the retrieved products,
the level 3 TCN and TCO observation data were used after considering the threshold value in the
normalized root mean square error (RMSE) of the spectral fitting residual, and the uncertainties in the
total column amount during the retrieval. Detailed criteria for total ozone and NO2 are summarized in
Table 1, which is based on the previous studies [45,51,52].
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Table 1. Criteria of Data selection for Pandora.

Species Criteria

Total Ozone
Normalized RMSE < 0.05

SZA < 75 ◦

Uncertainty < 2 DU

NO2

Normalized RMSE < 0.05
Uncertainty < 0.05 DU

SZA < 70 ◦

Wavelength shift < 0.01 nm

2.3. CIMEL Sunphotometer

The CIMEL sunphotometer is the main instrument of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [33].
This multi-band sunphotometer is composed of 8 shortwave channels (340, 380, 440, 500, 670, 870, 940,
and 1020 nm), and measures the physical and optical properties of aerosol, such as aerosol optical
depth (AOD), single scattering albedo (SSA), and size information by using direct sun and sky scanning
methods [34].

In this study, the Level 1.5 all-point dataset are mainly selected to the instantaneous value of
AOD at 500 nm. Although the optically thin cloud-screening issue remains in Level 1.5 datasets,
the real-time cloud masking and instrument quality check are adopted during the process to the
Level 1.5 datasets. In South Korea, the long-term observed AERONET sites are located in Seoul
(Yonsei University; YSU; Latitude: 37.564 ◦N, Longitude: 126.934 ◦E), Anmyeon (Latitude: 36.539 ◦N,
Longitude: 126.330 ◦E), and Gwangju (Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology; GIST; Latitude:
35.228◦N, Longitude: 126.843 ◦E). Recently, the version 3 of the AERONET aerosol observation dataset
was published [35]. Because the version 3 datasets considers and corrects the diurnal dependence of
AOD by the instrument [35], the temporal variability from the original observation data from direct
sun measurement can be regarded as the physical difference of AOD in the real atmosphere.

2.4. MODIS

The moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) is onboard the polar orbit satellites,
Terra (Equatorial Crossing time: 10:30 AM) and Aqua (Equatorial Crossing time: 1:30 PM). To coincide
with the overpass time of the Aura satellite, this study only used the MODIS product in the Aqua
satellite sensor. The MODIS scientific products show the atmospheric parameters, including aerosol
information. The daily level 2 aerosol product (MYD04) was used in this study. The MYD04 is composed
of two different aerosol retrieval algorithms: dark target [53–56] and deep-blue algorithms [57,58].

Basically, the MODIS aerosol product has a horizontal resolution of 10 × 10 km2. Contrary to the
OMI spatial pixel resolution, the spatial resolution of MODIS is almost the same in all pixels. Therefore,
the constraint of the spatial pixel position was ignored during the analysis. From the previous studies,
the accuracy of products from the representative algorithm was shown to be ± 0.05 ± 0.15 × AOD over
land and ± 0.03 ± 0.05 × AOD over ocean (dark target), and ± 0.05 ± 20 % over arid and semi-arid
areas (deep blue) [57,58].

3. Methods

This study used ground-based and satellite-based datasets to investigate the effective temporal
and spatial variability, respectively. By using ground-based datasets with high-temporal resolution,
the lag-correlation studies on the time lag of 10–60 min were adopted to estimate the temporal variabilities
of AOD, TCO, and TCN. For the selection of specific data considering time lag, the observed data with
closest data of selected time lag were selected in this study. Figure 1 shows the number of observation
data from the AERONET ground-based measurement for the temporal variability analysis since 2012.
Because of the cloud contamination or data quality problems during the observation, the total number
of observation data per month varies greatly during the observation periods. Although there is seasonal
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variability in the number of data, observation datasets from the instruments can be used in the temporal
variability studies. Similar to the AERONET ground-based measurements, the TCO and TCN data
have been used by the ground-based Pandora observation datasets in South Korea since 2012.
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Figure 1. Monthly variation of number of observation data at (a) Yonsei University (YSU), (b) Anmyeon,
and (c) Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST).

For the spatial variability study, the pixels within the spatial range were selected and these
valid datasets were totally averaged for comparisons with data from the center of pixels. In addition,
the correlation between the compared datasets and the scientific data at the center of spatial range was
calculated. To focus on the Asia region, satellite data within 20–50 ◦N and 90–150 ◦E were selected for
the latitudinal and longitudinal spatial ranges, respectively. Figure 2 shows the schematic figures for
the spatial variability estimation of AOD from MODIS. Because the variation in the spatial resolution
of MODIS AOD is negligible, the 5-pixels were selected if the spatial range was in the 10 km range,
as shown in the red pixels. Furthermore, the 13-pixels (red and blue) were also used in the average
calculation if the spatial range was 20 km. To identify the spatial variability with respect to the
spatial range, the spatial range was assumed to change from 10 to 100 km radius with every 10 km
interval. This study focuses on the quantitative consistency with spatio-temporal changes in the year
2016. Therefore, the spatio-temporal variabilities for specific products were estimated by the correlation
coefficient, slope, and intercept from the linear regression analysis.

For the TCO, the spatio-temporal variability is slightly different compared to those of TCN and
AOD. The global distribution of TCO has seasonal dependence with several natural effects, such as
solar cycle, Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and stratospheric
aerosols [59]. In addition, the regional TCO has spatio-temporal variation by the size of the jet-stream
and vortex strength. They are related to the Brewer-Dobson circulation [60,61]. The spatio-temporal
variation of TCO is a scale with latitude and longitude of several degrees. For this reason, the Level 3
gridded datasets from OMI were used for the spatial variation of TCO. By estimating the TCO variation,
the difference in the TCO between adjacent grids was used in the north-south and east-west direction,
after considering the data quality.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. AOD

Figure 3 and Table 2 show the temporal variability of AOD at 500 nm by using data from
Sunphotometer in three ground-based stations in Korea. To identify the temporal variability of AOD,
the correlation coefficient of determination (R2), mean bias (MB), and root mean square error (RMSE)
were used for the statistical score. In time lags larger than 30 min, the temporal variability of AOD is
extremely enhanced, especially for an AOD larger than 1.0. In addition, the RMSE by the temporal
variation is significantly larger than the long-term uncertainty of the instrument itself [62]. As shown
in Table 2, the spread of data increases linearly with the increasing time lag. Because the large AOD
cases are caused by the transport of aerosol layers, including dust and anthropogenic pollutants, the
spatio-temporal variability of aerosol conditions can change drastically. As the time lag increased,
the R2 values were slightly decreased with increasing absolute values of MB and RMSE (Table 2).
On average, the R2 difference with 10 min lag increase ranges from −0.0095 to −0.0164, and those
differences are more sensitive the larger the time lag is.

The RMSE between the original and time-lagged datasets also increased when the time lag
increased. Compared to the expected error range of the satellite algorithm over land, the RMSE that
was smaller than the absolute expected error range of satellite algorithm (0.05) only satisfied the case
shorter than 20 min of time lag (10 min in YSU). Furthermore, the RMSE difference with 10 min time
lag increase is 0.007 to 0.012, and the absolute increasing tendency is largest in YSU. Because the mean
value of AOD in Seoul is larger than the other two observation sites, the RMSE in the same time lag
is also larger. From the RMSE and R2, the temporal variability is largest in Seoul, and those in the
other two observation sites are almost the same. If we assume R2>0.95 and RMSE<0.05 for the same
propensity for temporal range, the temporal range of data with the same propensity is 20 min in
South Korea.
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Table 2. Statistical results for temporal variability of AOD with time lag change at (a) Yonsei University,
(b) Anmyeon, and (c) GIST.

Time Lag (minute) R2 Mean Bias RMSE

(a) Yonsei University

10 0.989 −0.00007 0.037
20 0.978 −0.00002 0.054
30 0.968 −0.00005 0.066
40 0.958 −0.00026 0.074
50 0.947 −0.00062 0.083
60 0.936 −0.00068 0.092

(b) Anmyeon

10 0.988 0.00010 0.032
20 0.977 0.00129 0.044
30 0.966 0.00226 0.054
40 0.952 0.00267 0.063
50 0.940 0.00326 0.073
60 0.929 0.00265 0.080

(c) GIST

10 0.983 0.00038 0.032
20 0.973 0.00113 0.039
30 0.957 0.00044 0.053
40 0.946 0.00232 0.056
50 0.927 0.00166 0.069
60 0.909 0.00141 0.079
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For the spatial variability of AOD from the satellite measurements, the distribution of the
correlation coefficient (Rd) was used. For the Rd, each R value was estimated in a single granule in
5-min intervals. Based on each R value, the Rd value was finally calculated to the mean and standard
deviation of R values with respect to the colocation range. Figure 4 shows the Rd value as a function of
the colocation range. Focusing on each correlation coefficient value with its respective granule, the R
value largely varies by up to ~0.5. The large variation of correlation coefficient in each granule was
partially caused by the low AOD values in the background areas, such as the ocean areas. However,
statistically estimated mean Rd was higher than the respective R value. The mean Rd ranged from
0.981 in 10 km colocation range to 0.877 in 100 km colocation range. As the colocation range increased,
the mean value of Rd slightly decreased as the standard deviation of Rd increased. In addition, as
the colocation range increased, the tendency to decrease the mean of Rd and increase the standard
deviation of Rd slowed together.
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For the seasonal variation, the decreasing tendency of Rd as increasing colocation range has slight
seasonal dependency as shown in Figure 5. While the mean value of Rd has weak seasonal dependence,
the standard deviation of Rd is larger in winter and spring than those in summer and autumn. In East
Asia, regional transport of aerosol frequently occurs during the late autumn to early spring season
through the winter season by the occurrence of dust transport [63–65] and haze by anthropogenic
emissions [66,67]. On the contrary, the trans-boundary transport of aerosol weakens due to decreasing
wind speed in the summer and autumn season [68]. For the seasonal difference of aerosol transport
patterns, the regional inhomogeneity of AOD increases in winter and spring, thus, the variation of
correlation coefficient with changing colocation range is more sensitive.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 18 
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4.2. Total Ozone

Table 3 show the temporal variability of TCO in Seoul and Busan. From the statistical analysis,
the R2 and RMSE are 0.966–0.992 and 3.37–7.00 DU in Seoul, and 0.987–0.996 and 2.17–3.98 DU in
Busan. In a similar way to the other species, the R2 has a decreasing tendency and the RMSE has an
increasing tendency as the time lag increases. However, the variation of R2 as a changing time lag is
relatively small because the temporal variation of TCO largely depends on the stratospheric ozone
variability [69]. Focusing on the RMSE value, the variability up to 3% of TCO is considerable in the
analysis [38,70]. In Seoul and Busan, the annual mean value of TCO ranges from 300–340 DU [44,71].
For this reason, the temporal variability of TCO is negligible from the Pandora observation.

Table 3. Statistical results for temporal variability of total column amount of ozone (TCO) with time
lag change in (a) Seoul and (b) Busan.

Time Lag (minute) R2 Mean Bias (DU) RMSE (DU)

(a) Seoul

10 0.992 0.009 3.370
20 0.986 0.018 4.492
30 0.980 0.030 5.276
40 0.975 0.022 5.938
50 0.970 0.026 6.512
60 0.966 0.029 6.999

(b) Busan

10 0.996 −0.023 2.175
20 0.994 −0.047 2.616
30 0.993 −0.068 2.974
40 0.991 −0.084 3.313
50 0.989 −0.100 3.647
60 0.987 −0.116 3.981

However, several previous studies have shown that the TCO suddenly changes during winter and
spring seasons due to the enhancement of ozone concentration at the upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere (UT/LS) in the jet-stream outflow regions [71–73]. In East Asia, the UT/LS ozone
enhancement frequently occurs, and sudden changes of TCO have frequently been observed based on
the daily observation datasets from ground-based measurements [71]. This phenomenon also affects
the spatio-temporal variability of TCO. For this reason, the spatio-temporal variability, considering
seasonal change, is also executed to consider the TCO variation due to the UT/LS ozone enhancement.

Figure 6 shows the spatial variability of the TCO using Level 3 gridded datasets from OMI in
2016. Because the latitudinal change of TCO is significantly larger than the longitudinal change, the
average of the latitude range for 1 DU change was adopted for the estimation of spatial variability of
TCO in this study. For the daily statistical results, the spatial variability ranged from 0.237 (12 March)
to 0.396 degree/DU (16 October). Categorized by the seasons, as shown in Figure 6b, the spatial
variability is largest in spring (0.29 degree/DU), and smallest in autumn (0.35 degree/DU). Compared to
the spring and autumn, there is a 20% difference in the spatial variability. In a similar way to the
temporal variability of TCO, large spatial variability in springtime is caused by the sudden increase in
the ozone concentration in UT/LS. In addition, the latitudinal gradient of TCO is also related to the
Brewer-Dobson circulation, and the intensity of the Brewer-Dobson circulation is strong in wintertime.
For this reason, the latitudinal range has to be adjusted according to the season.
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4.3. NO2

Table 4 shows the temporal variability for TCN from the Pandora measurements. In a similar way
to the AOD analysis, the temporal variability for TCN also used the R2 and RMSE in their statistical
analysis. Over the two ground-based observation sites, the R2 ranged from 0.880 to 0.565 in Busan
and from 0.897 to 0.638 in Seoul. In addition, the RMSE ranged from 0.29 to 0.56 DU, and from 0.15 to
0.31 DU in Seoul and Busan, respectively. Compared to the AOD and TCO results, the R2 is too low.
Because the diurnal variation of the NO2 was clearly shown in the urban region due to the short lifetime
of NO2 [51], temporal variability of TCN is larger compared to those of AOD and TCO. The RMSE in
Seoul is two times larger than that in Busan. This RMSE difference is caused by the absolute value
difference of TCN in Busan and Seoul. From the previous study, the mean value of TCN in Seoul is two
times larger than that in Busan during the MAPS-Seoul campaign [51]. Therefore, the relative value of
RMSE to the mean value of TCN is similar in both two observation sites.

Table 4. Statistical results for temporal variability of total column amount of NO2 (TCN) with time lag
change in (a) Seoul and (b) Busan.

Time Lag (minute) R2 Mean Bias
(DU) RMSE (DU)

(a) Seoul

10 0.897 −0.004 0.285
20 0.829 −0.008 0.371
30 0.774 −0.011 0.431
40 0.727 −0.015 0.478
50 0.681 −0.018 0.522
60 0.638 −0.020 0.561

(b) Busan

10 0.880 −0.006 0.153
20 0.802 −0.013 0.199
30 0.733 −0.019 0.234
40 0.670 −0.025 0.264
50 0.615 −0.031 0.289
60 0.565 −0.038 0.311
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As the time lag increases, the decrease of R2 per 10-min time lag shows −0.069 (10 min) to −0.043
(60 min) in Seoul and −0.078 (10 min) to −0.050 (60 min) in Busan. Based on the sensitivity of R2 for
time lag, temporal variability is larger in Busan than in Seoul. The large temporal variability in Busan is
also identified by the MB and relative value of RMSE. The main reason is the difference in the TCN level
in the two regions. Because of the uncertainty from the instrument, the TCN includes the systematic
variability during the observation. Without considering the instrument uncertainty, diurnal variation
of TCN, due to the emission and photochemical reaction, can also affect the temporal variability in
specific points. The temporal variability is similar in the two sites, although the correlation is slightly
weaker in Busan than in Seoul. Based on the R2 and RMSE values in the 10-min time lag, if the change
in R2 decreased by 0.1 and the RMSE increased by 50%, the temporal range with the data of the same
propensity is 30 min in South Korea.

The Rd value for the TCN as a function of colocation range is shown in Figure 7. Because of the
pixel size of OMI, there were no cases within 10 km for the colocation range. In a similar way to the Rd

distribution for AOD, a significant tendency to decrease was found with an increasing colocation range.
However, the absolute value of R was always smaller than those of the AOD cases. For all cases of the
colocation range, the R value did not exceed 0.81. For this reason, it is difficult to apply the threshold
of the spatial colocation range for aerosol to those for NO2. Focusing on the seasonal variation, the
Rd value has strong seasonal variability, as shown in Figure 8. Because the photo-chemical reaction
vigorously activates in summer [74], the spatial variability of NO2 is enhanced during the summer
season. In addition, the size of areas in high concentration of NO2, near the downtown or industrial
region, may be reduced due to the photochemical reaction change. For this reason, the R value is up to
0.569 (colocation range: 20 km). Otherwise, the R value is from 0.666 (colocation range: 100 km) to
0.925 (colocation range: 20 km) in wintertime. Therefore, we have to consider the spatial variability of
NO2 because of the strong seasonal variations and inhomogeneity near the emission source regions.
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5. Validation Strategy for GEMS Scientific Products

Information of spatio-temporal variability for the amount of species is necessary to identify the
temporal and spatial ranges. To determine the spatial and temporal ranges, the datasets observed
within the range should be considered statistically as a same quantity. In addition, it is also important to
ensure a consistently sufficient amount of data over time and space. Based on the above spatio-temporal
variability in Section 4, we also listed the strategy of the validation for GEMS products in Asia.

Table 5 shows the summary of strategy of the validation plans for the GEMS scientific products,
considering spatio-temporal ranges. To determine the spatio-temporal range for the validation, the
spatial range is determined by the satellite observation and temporal range is considered by the
temporal variation of datasets from ground-based observations. Basically, the validation uses the
averaging methods within valid ranges, because the trace gas observations include a large amount of
errors during the retrieval process.

Table 5. Strategy of the validation plans for the GEMS scientific products in East Asia.

Species Spatial Temporal

Aerosol 30 km (Whole Season)
40 km (Summer~Autumn) 30 min (Whole Season)

TCO 0.87 ◦ (Spring) ~1.05 ◦ (Summer) Negligible for sub-daily scale
TCN 20 km (Spring) ~50 km (Winter) 20 min

For the AOD, the spatio-temporal range for validation is based on R2>0.95 (temporal) and R>0.95
(spatial). From these thresholds, the spatial and temporal validation range is within 30 km and 30 min in
all seasons. Especially considering the seasonal variation, the spatial range expands to 40 km in summer
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and autumn. For the TCO, the temporal variation is negligible due to the time scale of the stratospheric
ozone variation. However, the spatial scale is considerable for the latitudinal range. Because of strict
target accuracy of TCO, the latitudinal range for TCO is 0.87◦ in spring to 1.05◦ in summer, if the
threshold of spatial variation of TCO is assumed to be 3 DU. For the TCN, it is difficult to establish
rigorous criteria for temporal and spatial agreement. For this reason, the R2 for temporal colocation is
assumed to be 0.8. In addition, the rapid increase of RMSE—more than a 50% increase by a 10-min
range increase—is also a considerable threshold for temporal colocation. Considering these two criteria,
20 min is suitable for the threshold of temporal range for validation. In the spatial scale, the seasonal
considerations are essential. For this reason, the spatial range is 20 km and 50 km for spring and winter,
respectively. However, the criteria of R are not satisfied during summer and autumn. In those seasons,
the nearest value of satellite data is prioritized for the validation.

6. Summary and Conclusions

As the aerosol and trace gases have large spatial and temporal variabilities due to the complex
emission sources and various chemical process, the colocation methods of the dataset are an important
consideration factor during intercomparison and validation. From the ground-based and satellite
observation datasets, the spatio-temporal variability of AOD, TCO, and TCN were identified over East
Asia to define the spatio-temporal range for the GEMS scientific products. Based on the statistical
results (R2, RMSE, and MB), optimized spatio-temporal ranges were determined with respect to the
target materials. Rd was also used for the satellite observation dataset to define the mean status of the
spatial variability of aerosol and trace gases.

For the AOD, the temporal range, as data with the same propensity, was 20 min in South Korea,
assuming R2>0.95 and RMSE<0.05 for the temporal scales. From the Rd distribution, the spatial range
within 20 km was able to be considered the same value for the validation studies. The Rd distribution also
has weak seasonal dependence due to the trans-boundary transport change. For the TCO, the R2 and RMSE
was estimated to be from 0.966–0.996 and 2.17–7.00 DU for temporal variation, and 0.237–0.396 degree/DU
for spatial variability. The spatio-temporal variability of TCO is affected by the latitudinal gradient
change related to the Brewer-Dobson circulation. For the TCN, the R2 and RMSE for temporal variation
ranged from 0.565–0.897 and 0.15–0.56 DU, respectively. For all cases of the spatial colocation range,
however, the Rd was always smaller than 0.81, which makes it difficult to assume the same value in all
spatial ranges. Because of the photochemical reaction change, the spatial variability of TCN has strong
seasonal dependence.

Based on the spatio-temporal variability from the observation data, we suggest the basic strategy
of the GEMS scientific products. Based on the thresholds of R2>0.95 (temporal) and R>0.95 (spatial),
the basic ranges for spatial and temporal scales for AOD validation were found to be within 30 km
and 30 min, respectively. In addition, the spatial range was expanded to 40 km in summer and
autumn for the consideration of seasonal characteristics. For the TCO validation, the north-south
range was the only considerable factor for the validation study due to the seasonal change in the
latitudinal gradient. The latitudinal range was set to be from 0.87◦ in spring to 1.05◦ in summer.
However, the validation criteria for the TCN was difficult because the spatio-temporal variation of
TCN was large. Thus, the nearest value in the satellite data was used as the representative data for the
validation in summer and autumn. Furthermore, the spatio-temporal range was 20 min and 20–50 km
in other seasons.

Although the spatio-temporal variation studies were done using several observation sites, the spatial
coverage of ground-based observations had trouble identifying the temporal variability of pollutants.
Particularly for formaldehyde (HCHO), it was difficult for the ground-based dataset to observe the
total column amount based on the remote sensing instrument. In the future, a geostationary orbit
satellite will observe the diurnal variation of atmospheric pollutions, thus the diurnal variation of the
spatio-temporal range will be studied.
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